At that time extensive excavations, connected with the supply of water, were going on in the neighbourhood, and seeing and studying daily as I did the British excavator, or navvy, as he designates himself, in the full swing of his activity (with his manly and picturesque costume, and with the rich glow of colour, which exercise under a hot sun will impart), it appeared to me that he was at least as worthy of the powers of an English painter, as the fisherman of the Adriatic, the peasant of the Campana, or the Neapolitan lazzarone.

Gradually this idea developed itself into that of “Work” as it now exists, with the British excavator for a central group, as the outward and visible type of Work. Here are presented the young navvy in the pride of manly health and beauty; the strong fully developed navvy who does work and loves his beer; the selfish old bachelor navvy, stout of limb, and perhaps a trifle tough in those regions where compassion is said to reside; the navvy of strong animal nature, who, but that he was, when young taught to work at useful work, might even now be working at the useless crank. Then Paddy with his larry and his pipe in his mouth.

The young navvy who occupies the place of hero in this group, and in the picture, stands on what is termed a landing-stage, a platform placed half-way down the trench; two men from beneath shovel the earth up to him, as he shovels it onto the pile outside.

Next in value of significance to these, is the ragged wretch who has never been taught to work; with his restless gleaming eyes, he doubts and despairs of every one. But for a certain effeminate gentleness of disposition and a love of nature, he might have been a burglar! He lives in Flower and Dean Street, where the policemen walk two and two, and the worst cutthroats surround him, but he is harmless; and before the dawn you may see him miles out in the country, collecting his wild weeds and singular plants to awaken interest, and perhaps find a purchaser in some sprouting botanist. When exhausted he will return to his den, his creel of flowers then rests in an open court-yard, the thoroughfare for the crowded inmates of this haunt of vice, and played in by mischievous boys, yet the baskets rarely gets interfered with, unless through the unconscious lurch of some drunkard. The bread winning implements are sacred with the very poor.
In the very opposite scale from the man who can’t work, at the further corner of the picture, are two men who appear as having nothing to do. These are the brainworkers, who, seeming to be idle, work, and are the cause of well-ordained work and happiness in others. Sages, such as in ancient Greece, published their opinions in the market square. Perhaps one of these may already, before he or others know it, have moulded a nation to his pattern, converted a hitherto combative race to obstinate passivity, with a word may have centupled the tide of emigration, with another have quenched the political passions of both factions – may have reversed men’s notions upon criminals, upon slavery, upon many things, and still be walking about little known to some. The other, in friendly communion with the philosopher, smiling perhaps at some of his wild sallies and cynical thrusts (for Socrates at times strangely disturbs the seriousness of his auditory by the mercilessness of his jokes – against vice and foolishness), is intended for a kindred and yet very dissimilar spirit. A clergyman, such as the Church of England offers examples of – a priest without guile – a gentleman without pride, much in communion with the working classes, “honouring all men,” “never weary in well-doing.” Scholar, author, philosopher, and teacher too, in his way, but not above practical efforts, if even for a small result in good. Deeply penetrated as he is with the axiom that each unit of humanity feels as much as all the rest combined, and impulsive and hopeful in nature so that the remedy suggests itself to him concurrently with the evil.

Next to these, on the shaded bank, are different characters out of work, haymakers in quest of employment; a stoic from the Emerald Island, with hay stuffed in his hat to keep the draught out, and need for his stoicism just at present, being short of baccy – a young shoeless Irishman, with his wife, feeding their first-born with cold pap – an old sailor turned haymaker, and two young peasants in search of harvest work, reduced in strength, perhaps by fever – possibly by famine.

Behind the Pariah, who never has learned to work, appears a group, of a very different class, who, from an opposite cause, have perhaps not been sufficiently used to work either. These are the rich, who have no need to work, - not at least for bread – the “bread of life” being neither here nor there. The pastry-cook’s tray the symbol of superfluity, accompanies these. It is peculiarly English: I never saw it abroad that I remember, though something of the kind must be used. For some years after returning to England I could never quite get over a certain socialist twinge on seeing it pass, unreasonable as the feeling may have been. Past the pastry-cook’s tray come two married ladies. The elder and more serious of the two devotes her energies to tract distributing, and has just flung one entitled “The Hodman’s Haven, or drink for thirsty souls,” to the somewhat unpromising specimen of navvy humanity descending the ladder: he scorns it, but with good nature. This well-intentioned lady has, perhaps, never reflected
that excavators may have notions to the effect that ladies might be benefited by receiving tracts containing navvies’ ideas! nor that excavators are skilled workmen, shrewd thinkers chiefly, and, in general, men of great experience in life, as life presents itself to them.

In front of her is the lady whose only business in life as yet is to dress and look beautiful for our benefit. She probably possesses everything that can give enjoyment to life; how then can she but enjoy the passing moment, and like a flower feed on the light of the sun? Would any one wish it otherwise? – Certainly, not I, dear lady. Only in your own interest, seeing that certain blessings cannot be insured for ever – as for instance, health may fail, beauty fade, pleasures through reception pall – I will not hint at the greater calamities to which flesh is heir – seeing all this, were you less engaged watching that exceedingly beautiful tiny greyhound in a red jacket that will run through that lime, I would beg to call your attention to my group of small, exceedingly ragged, dirty children in the foreground of my picture, where you are about to pass. I would, if permitted, observe that, though at first they may appear just such a group of ragged dirty brats as anywhere get in the way and make a noise, yet, being considered attentively, they like insects, molluscs, miniature plants &c, develop qualities to form a most interesting study, and occupy the mind at times when all else might fail to attract. That they are motherless, the baby’s black ribbons and their extreme dilapidation indicate, making them all the more worthy of consideration, a mother, however destitute, would scarcely leave the eldest one in such a plight. As to the father, I have no doubt he drinks, and will be sentenced in the police-court for neglecting them. The eldest girl, not more than ten, poor child! is very worn-looking and thin, her frock, evidently the compassionate gift of some grown-up person, she has neither the art nor the means to adapt to her own diminutive proportions – she is fearfully untidy therefore, and her way of wrenching her brother’s hair looks vixenish and against her. But then a germ or rudiment of good house-wifery seems to pierce through her disordered envelope, for the younger ones are taken care of, and nestle to her as to a mother – the sunburnt baby, which looks wonderfully solemn and intellectual as all babies do, as I have no doubt your own little cherub looks at this moment asleep in its charming basinet, is fat and well-to-do, it has even been put into poor mourning for mother. The other little one though it sucks a piece of carrot in lieu of a sugar-plum, and is shoeless, seems healthy and happy, watching the workmen. The care of the two little ones is an anxious charge for the elder girl, and she has become a premature scold all through having to manage that boy – that boy, although a merry, good-natured-looking young Bohemian, is evidently the plague of her life, as boys always are. Even now he will not leave that workman’s barrow alone, and gets his hair well-pulled, as is natural. The dog which accompanies them is evidently of the same outcast as themselves. The having to do battle for his existence in a hard world has soured his temper, and he frequently fights, as
by his torn ear you may know; but the poor children may do as they like with
him, rugged democrat as he is, he is gentle to them, only he hates minions of
aristocracy in red jackets. The old bachelor navvy’s small valuable bull-pup, also
instinctively distrusts outlandish-looking dogs in jackets.

The couple on horseback in the middle distance, consists of a gentleman, still
young, and his daughter. (The rich and the poor both marry early, only those of
moderate incomes procrastinate.) This gentleman is evidently very rich,
probably a Colonel in the army, with a seat in Parliament, and fifteen thousand
a-year, and a pack of hounds. He is not an over-dressed man of the tailor’s
dummy sort – he does not put his fortune on his back, he is too rich for that;
moreover, he looks to me an honest true-hearted gentleman (he was painted
from one I know), and could he only be got to hear what the two sages in the
corner have to say, I have no doubt he would be easily won over. But the road
is blocked, and the daughter says we must go back, papa, round the other way.

The man with the beer-tray, calling beer-ho! so lustily, is a specimen of town
pluck and energy contrasted with country thews and sinews. He is
humpbacked, dwarfish, and in all matters of taste, vulgar as Birmingham can
make him look in the 19th century. As a child he was probably starved, stunted
with gin, and suffered to get run over. But energy has brought him through to
be a prosperous beer-man, and “very much respected,” and in his way he also is
a sort of hero; that black eye was got probably doing the police of his master’s
establishment, and in an encounter with some huge ruffian whom he has
conquered in fight, and hurled out through the swing-doors of the palace of
gin prone on the pavement. On the wall are posters and bills; one of the “Boy’s
Home, 41 Euston Road,” which the lady who is giving tracts will no doubt
subscribe to presently, and place the urchin playing with the barrow in; one of
“the Working Men’s College, Great Ormond Street,” or if you object to these,
then a police bill offering £50 reward in a matter of highway robbery. Back in
the distance we see the Assembly-room of the “Flamstead Institute of Arts,”
where Professor Snoox is about to repeat his interesting lecture on the habits of
the domestic cat. Indignant pussies up on the roof are denying his theory in
toto.

The less important characters in the background require little comment. Bobus,
our old friend, “the sausage-maker of Houndsditch,” from PAST AND PRESENT,
having secured a colossal fortune (he boasts of it now), by anticipating the
French Hippophage Society in the introduction of horse flesh as a cheap article
of human food, is at present going in for the county of Middlesex, and, true to
his old tactics, has hired all the idlers in the neighbourhood to carry his boards.
These being one too many for the bearers, an old woman has volunteered to
carry the one in excess.
The episode of the policeman who has caught an orange-girl in the heinous offence of resting her basket on a post, and who himself administers justice in the shape of a push, that sends her fruit all over the road, is one of common occurrence or used to be – perhaps the police now “never do such things.”

I am sorry to say that most of my friends, on examining this part of my picture, have laughed over it as a good joke. Only two men saw the circumstance in a different light, one of them was the young Irishman, who feeds his infant with pap. Pointing to it with his thumb, his mouth quivering at the reminiscence, he said, “that, Sir, I know to be true.” The other was a clergyman, his testimony would perhaps have more weight. I dedicate this portion of the work to the Commissioners of Police.

Through this picture I have gained some experience of the navvy class, and I have usually found, that if you can break through the upper crust of mauvaise honte, which surrounds them in common with most Englishmen, and which, in the case of the navvies, I believe to be the cause of much of their bad language, you will find them serious, intelligent men, and with much to interest in their conversation, which, moreover, contains about the same amount of morality and sentiment that is commonly found among men in the active and hazardous walks of life; for that their career is one of hazard and danger, none should doubt. Many stories might be told of navvies’ daring and endurance, were this the place for them. One incident peculiarly connected with this picture is the melancholy fact, that one of the very men who sat for it lost his life by a scaffold accident before I had yet quite done with him. I remember the poor fellow telling me, among other things, how he never but once felt nervous with his work, and this was, having to trundle barrows of earth over a plank-line crossing a rapid river at a height of eighty feet above the water. But it was not the height he complained of, it was the gliding motion of the water underneatth.

I have only to observe in conclusion, that the effect of hot July sunlight attempted in this picture, has been introduced, because it seems peculiarly fitted to display work in all its severity, and not from any predilection for this kind of light over any other. Subjects, according to their nature, require different effects of light. Some years ago, when one of the critics was commenting on certain works then exhibiting, he used words to the effect that the system of light on those artists was precisely that of the sun itself – a system that would probably outlast, & &. He might have added, aye and not of the sun only, but of the moon, and of the stars, and, when necessary, of so lowly a domestic luminary as a tallow candle! for tragedies dire as the Oedipus, and tender joyful comedies melting to tears, have ere now been acted to no grander stage-light, I imagine.
For the imperfections in these paintings I submit myself to our great master, the public, and its authorised interpreters, pleading only that first attempts are often incomplete. For though certainly not solitary, attempts of this kind have not yet been so frequent as to have arrived at being mapped out in academic plans. But in this country, at least, the thing is done, “la cosa muove,” and never again will the younger generations revert to the old system of making one kind of light serve for all the beautiful varieties under heaven, no more than we shall light our streets with oil, or journey by stage-coach and sailing packet. “Lo que empieza el hombre para sí mismo, Dios le acabra para los otros.” “Ce que l’homme commence pour lui, Dieu l’acheve pour les autres,” being in a somewhat more Christian if less Catholic tongue, for the benefit of those who, like myself, don’t read Spanish.

Finally, if in this Catalogue, I have been somewhat profuse in assigning dates, be it borne in mind that strictly, my only claim is, not to plagiarise. Poor must be the country that could boast of only one original thinker for each profession; but England, I rejoice to know, owns many a glorious painter!